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Bringing the beach to any space

Bringing the beach to any space
Two more companies sign up with CP Coastal for nautical themes on
products
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CP COASTAL’S beach and nautical artworks will be appearing on products from two more companies, Walking
Dots and Check Advantage, following their latest deals.
The creative art company based in Los Angeles focuses on coastalthemed works, bring a mix of modern, impressionist
and vintage styles with elements of bold colours.
Check Advantage are online sellers of business and personal cheques featuring original art to match anyone’s style.
Walking Dots are online providers of art prints, stationery, greetings cards, calendars, journals and tech cases.
“I’m honoured to partner with Walking Dots, and Check Advantage, to bring a wider selection of coastal art to market, This
is another step forward in broadening the coastal art genre by making it available on more products,” CP Coastal owner
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and artist Christine Barker said.
With the tagline “bringing the beach to any space”, Christine is committed to using her art to bring global awareness of how
precious oceans, lakes and rivers are, both for their beauty and to help the world survive.

www.cpcoastal.com
chris@cpcoastal.com
+1 818 390 0517
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